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Abstract

In order to better understand the thermomechanical behavior of the skin and its

direct environment, we present an experimental study using infrared thermography.

This experimental study aims to highlight quantitatively some effects of blood flow on

the heat diffusion. The originality of this research is to change the blood flow by using

effects of gravity and to quantify the temperature changes. The experimental step

consists to put a cylindrical steel bar cooled or warmed on the skin of a human forearm

and to measure the change of the temperature using an infrared camera. Measures

have been recorded for different positions of the forearm. We noted very clearly the

influence of blood circulation in the veins on the diffusion of the temperature. The

return to thermal balance is faster when the arm is in a horizontal position. More over, a

comparative study of experimental cooling and warming showed a symmetrical thermal

behavior for the skin under this type of thermal solicitations. This work provided to

build a database which can be used for the validation of predictive thermal models of

human skin.
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1 Introduction

The skin is a protective covering of the body and a complex organ that contains several

mechanisms for fully functioning human body. With its strength, elasticity and cohesion of

the whole structure, it protects the body against mechanical shocks. It also helps to main-

tain constant temperature of our body. Against the cold, the body increases its metabolism.

This leads to a decrease in energy reserves Against the hot, active dilation of small vessels

of the dermis promotes the removal of excess heat.

Since the beginning of 19th century, several researchers have attempted to characterize the

skin in vitro and in vivo. Studies in vitro revealed complex mechanical behavior linked to the

multilayer structure of the skin. Unfortunately, they do not describe the natural functioning

of the skin as it works only in a living body (see (1)).

From 40 years, several research groups have studied the thermomechanical characterization

of the skin in vivo. They noticed that blood flow plays an important role in heat distribu-

tion. With modern experimental techniques (Laser Doppler (2; 3; 4; 5), infrared imaging

techniques (6; 7; 8; 9; 5)), observations became more precises. Infrared imaging or thermog-

raphy is a method for acquisition of infrared radiation associated with the spatial distribution

of heat on the objects examined, and the variation of this distribution over time.

In our study, but also in (12; 13; 14) thermography measures the temperature related to the

cutaneous microcirculation and macro subcutaneous blood flow.
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Our experimental study aims to highlight quantitatively some effects of blood flow on the

heat diffusion. The originality of this research is to change the blood flow by using effects of

gravity, to quantify the temperature changes. This work comes to supplement a preceding

study (10) conducted on the same topic.

For that, we carried out a campaign of experimentation. The method was to use in-

frared measurements on a skin of a human forearm to identify changes in temperature and

the influence of the veins in the tissue. This article is divided into four sections. At first,

we present the experimental device. We will see the experimental protocol and the various

stages of action. In a second step, we discuss on experimental data. We will present the

evolution of temperature with respect to time and an analysis of them. Then we will see, the

comparative study of experimental cooling and warming. Finally, are described, discussions

and feedback of results.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental protocol

The experimental study was carried out using infrared thermography. The campaign of ex-

perimentation informed us about the evolution of the temperature in vivo of the skin on the

human forearm. To impose a temperature variation, we used twelve cylindrical steel bars.

Six of them were put in the refrigerator at 10oC while the remaining six were put in an oven
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at 42oC. They stayed for two hours.

Each cylindrical cooled or heated bar was placed on the forearm for 20 seconds and then

removed. Then, the recording of the thermal image was performed during 90 seconds.

We treated three positions of the forearm: a horizontal position, an upward vertical posi-

tion (see figure 1) and a downward vertical position (see figure 2). The forearm has been

immobilized to obtain usable results. The time interval between two consecutive measures

was about 7 minutes. An infrared image was taken before to check that thermal balance had

been recovered. Surface temperatures were measured at the same location on the forearm.

This location was marked with a circle drawn in pen on the skin. We identified a reference

point. For this, an adhesive tape of squared form of size (2x2) cm2 were sticked on the skin.

It was located about 4 cm from the center of the location of the bar. This is one of the

vertices of the square that served as a reference point (see figure 2). Once everything were

in place, we put the arm in position. For analysis, we identified the part where there was a

passage of a vein. Indeed, it was expected a more rapidly warm in this area.

During experimentations the temperature of the experimental room was controlled. The

camera was located approximately 50 cm from the measuring points. Measures were con-

centrated on a surface of (10x4) cm2.

2.2 Characteristics of the infrared camera

Our research team has been working for many years on the characterization of material.

Infrared thermography is an experimental technique that we control relatively well, allowing
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Figure 1: Forearm in a horizontal position (left) and upward vertical position (right)

Figure 2: Sticker on the forearm as a reference frame and zone of contact for the bar for the

downward vertical position

us to accurately balance energy (15). Infrared cameras have greatly evolved over the past

thirty years. The first single-detector cameras operated with a scanning system to cover

the observed surface (11). Today modern infra-red digital cameras employ focal-plane array
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technology. Our experimental setup included a focal plane array infrared camera (IRFPA

Cedip 560 Titanium). The maximum frame-rate of the IR camera was 100 images per second,

with each image consisting of 512 x 640 pixels, each pixel has a size of 30 µm x 30 µm. The

signal is then amplified and digitized at 14 bits or 16,384 levels computing. The sensor

operates in a medium wave band equal to 3-5 µm. We used an IR measurement protocol

based on an individual calibration of detector elements (16; 17). This is an individual pixel

calibration based on polynomial fitting of the temperature as a function of the signal si

delivered by the ith element of the detector when the camera is placed in front of the black

body source at different temperatures. The infrared camera used has an objective of focal

length 50 mm and a spatial resolution of 0.15 mm / pixel.

2.3 Other tools Required

We used cylindrical steel bars of length 10 cm and 2 cm in diameter. We used a wooden

structure to support and secure the forearm during installation of the bar and the recording

of the thermal image.

We also used a foam sponge with the dimensions (20x20) cm2 and a thickness of 6 cm, to

isolate the bar when handling (see figure 1).

3 Experimental results

In this paragraph, we present experimental results obtained using infrared thermography.

Measurements have been carried out on a male 41 years old, for different forearm positions.
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More experimental results obtained on a female subject are presented in appendix A and B.

Figure 3 gives a representation of the evolution of the temperature during the experiment in

the horizontal position. The recording was made after the removal of the cooled cylindrical

bar. The air temperature during the experiment was 21oC. The first image corresponds

to t = 0 s after removal of the cooled cylindrical bar. This image shows the beginning of

the thermal recording. The contact area could be identified in the center of the image. The

second image corresponds to t = 30 s. We clearly see the influence of the vein that transports

heat. Image 3 was taken at t = 60 s and image 4, taken at t = 90 s, corresponds to the end

of the recording.

Figure 3: Evolution of temperature on the forearm after cooling, from the beginning (top-left

image) to the end of measurement (bottom-right image). Temperatures are in oC.

The following results was recorded for the three positions with cooled and heated bars.
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3.1 Comparison of results between horizontal and upward vertical

positions with bars cooled and heated

We selected seven points on the images of figure 4 for both cooled and heated bars. Points

3, 4 and 5 are located in the area of application of the cylindrical bar and points 1, 2, 6 and

7 are outside the contact area. Points 2, 4, 6 and 7 are on the passage of a vein.

To compare the results of the horizontal and upward vertical positions, the same check points

(see figure 5) was chosen. The blue dashed curves are those of the horizontal position and

the red continuous curves are those of the upward vertical one.

Points 6 and 7 were located on the passage of a vein. Their temperature dropped and

returned to thermal balance. This shows the influence of venous blood in heat diffusion. In

the first moments the blood is cooled and lowers the temperature of downstream tissues.

Points 3 and 5 were located under the cooled zone with no vein passage. Their temperature

increased until thermal balance, like it would increase for inert materials. Point 4 was under

the cooled zone and on the passage of a vein. Its curve was shaped like those of points 3 and

5 but with a higher initial temperature and a faster return to thermal balance. Point 1 was

outside the cylinder. There was little temperature variation.

For the upward vertical position, observations are exactly the same as in the horizontal

position.
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However, looking at points 3, 4 and 5 in the horizontal position, the return to thermal bal-

ance is faster.

Figure 4: Thermal image of the forearm in the horizontal position: male subject - cooled

bar (left) and heated bar (right).

3.2 Comparison of results between horizontal and downward verti-

cal positions with bars cooled and heated

Figure 6 shows the comparison of results between horizontal and downward vertical positions

with bars cooled and heated for the male subject. The blue dashed curves are those of the

horizontal position and the black continuous curves are those of the downward vertical one.

Relative to the horizontal position, the warming is slower too in the downward vertical

position.
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Figure 5: Comparison of check points temperature evolution between horizontal and upward

vertical positions: male subject - cooled bar (top) and heated bar (bottom).
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Figure 6: Comparison of results between horizontal and downward vertical positions:

male subject - bar cooled (top) and heated bar (bottom).
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3.3 Comparison of results between vertical positions with bars cooled

and heated

Figure 7 shows the comparison of experimental results between the two vertical positions

upward and downward, with bars cooled and heated for the male subject. The warming is

slower for the upward vertical position.

3.4 Comparative study between cooling and warming

This kind of comparisons does not make sense for inert materials. Indeed, one expects a

symmetry of the thermal behavior. But, for alive materials, it is not obvious. It is well

known that the adaptation of living tissues depends on thermal solicitations. Against the

cold, the body increases its metabolism. Against the hot, active dilation of small vessels of

the dermis promotes the removal of excess heat.

This section presents a comparative study between cooling and warming of the skin for

the male subject. Comparative results for the female subject are gathered in appendix B.

First results concern the horizontal position. Selected check points are number 3, 4 and 6

(see image on the top of figure 8). In the graphic at bottom of figure 8 are plotted the

temperature evolutions of check points for both cooled and warmed bars. We observe a

symmetry of the thermal behavior.

A same symmetrical thermal behavior is found for the vertical positions (see figures 9
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Figure 7: Comparison of results for the upward and downward vertical positions: male

subject - bar cooled (top) and heated bar (bottom).
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Figure 8: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the horizontal position for check

points 3, 4 and 6

and 10)

4 Comments and discussion

This measurement campaign has highlighted the influence of blood flow on the thermal

regulation of the skin. There are several phenomena:

• On the heat transport through the veins: the temperature measured at points 2, 6 and

7, located on a passage of a vein, showed variations associated to heat transport. We
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Figure 9: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the upward vertical position for

check points 3, 4 and 6

observed a drop followed by a fast rise in the temperature of tissue downstream from

the cooled zone.

• The method of varying the blood flow by changing the position of the forearm, can

show that the return to thermal balance is faster in the horizontal position. It is faster

than in the downward vertical position which is faster than in the upward vertical one.

This difference may be accounted for by the fact that perfusion and blood circulation

were less important in the vertical position than in the horizontal position. Blood has
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Figure 10: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the downward vertical position

for check points 3, 4 and 6

more difficulty circulating in the vertical position than in the horizontal position.

• The thermomechanical behavior of the skin is verified in both the warming and cooling

phase.

• Other measures to a female 30 years old have been done and are gathered in appendix A.

Two other human subjects (one male and one female) have been tested. Experimental

results could be found in (18). Same comments and conclusions on thermal behavior

can be done.
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• The comparative study of cooling and warming shows that there is a symmetry of the

thermomechanical behavior of the organ. This is also observed for the women subject

(see appendix B). This symmetry is checked only for this kind of thermal solicitations

and for a temperature variation that do not damage the skin. It is obvious that this

symmetrical behavior should not be checked any more when the temperature variations

increase.

Note also that the experimental protocol, we have implemented, allows a fairly good repro-

ducibility of results. We got to get initial temperatures in the contact area with less than

one degree deviation between the 3 forearm positions.

5 Conclusion

We developed an experimental protocol using infrared thermography to quantify heat trans-

fers in the human skin. The experimental approach was to put a cylindrical steel rod previ-

ously cooled or heated on the skin of a human forearm and measure the change in temperature

with an infrared camera. Experimentally, we found a clear influence of blood flow in the

veins on the distribution of temperature in different positions of the forearm. The purpose

of this study was to vary the blood flow by using effects of gravity. This approach allowed

us to quantify the temperature changes due to those blood flow modifications.

We found, based on experimental data, the effects of perfusion and blood flow were smaller

in the vertical positions with respect to the horizontal position. This finding comes from

the observation of the delay to join thermal balance for check points located on the surface
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of the forearm. It was observed that the return to thermal balance in the vertical positions

was slower.

We performed a comparative study of experimental cooling and warming in male and female

subjects. We found a symmetrical behavior for this kind of thermal solicitations.

We encountered some difficulties, particularly in terms of approach and experimental pro-

tocol. The arm must be motionless to get usable results from the thermal recording. The

initial temperatures of the cylindrical bars used must be relatively close for the different

positions. In addition, the heat transfer between the bar and the forearm is difficult to

control. It depends on the contact pressure. We carried out a lot of experiments before

obtaining an appropriate protocol. Nevertheless improvements need to be considered, such

as finding a way to immobilize the arm during the recording of the image, without disturbing

the physiological behavior.

Next, we performed experimental measurements with subjects of different gender. In all

cases, the results clearly shown the influence of heat transport in human tissue. Results

between male and female subjects are relatively close.

Finally, this database could serve to improve and validate numerical models of human skin.
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A Comparative study between the different forearm po-

sitions on female subject

We also made all previous measurements with a female subject 30 years old. As the male

subject, we selected seven check points on the thermal image of the forearm. We present

first, a comparison of results between the horizontal position and and the upward vertical

position with cooled and heated bars. We also noted the return to thermal balance was

slower in the upwards vertical position (see Figure 11).

Figure 12 shows the comparison of results between the horizontal and the downward

vertical position with cooled and heated bars. Note that the return to thermal balance in

the horizontal position was a bit faster.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of results between the upward and downward vertical

positions with cooled and heated bars. As for the male subject , the return to thermal

balance is faster in the downward vertical position.

B Comparative study between cooling and warming on

female subject

Figure 14 shows a comparison between cooling and warming in the horizontal position for the

female subject. Except check point 4, results confirm the symmetry of the thermal behavior.
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Figure 11: Comparison of experimental results between horizontal and upward vertical

positions: female subject - cooled bar (top) and heated bar (bottom)
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Figure 12: Comparison of experimental results between horizontal and downward vertical

positions: female subject - cooled bar (top) and heated bar (bottom)
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Figure 13: Comparison of experimental results between upward and downward vertical

positions: female subject - cooled bar (top) and heated bar (bottom)
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Figure 14: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the horizontal position for check

points 3, 4 and 6: female subject

Figure 15 shows a comparison between cooling and warming in the upward vertical posi-

tion and figure 16 shows a comparison in the downward vertical position. These results also

confirm the symmetry of the thermal behavior.
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Figure 15: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the upward vertical position for

check points 3, 4 and 6: female subject
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Figure 16: Comparisons between cooling and warming in the downward vertical position

for check points 3, 4 and 6: female subject
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